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Jim Snyder of the CBS bureau in D.C. told m today he is 
personally acquainted with Dr. Runes. They go to the same ’ 
church and are personally friendly. Snyder.*also knows 
Humes' boss in Eethesday; he is a neighbor across the street 
from Snyder. Because of personal relationships Snyder said 
he would not xant any of the following to be traced back to 
him; nor would he feel he could be a middleman in any CBS 
efforts to deal with Hume. . . 

: r 
. 

Snyder said.he has spoken with Hum$s'&ut the assassination. 
In one consersation Humes said Che X-ray of the Kennedy.. : 
autopsy would answer rnny questions that have been raised about. 
‘the path of the bullet going from KernedyIs back through his 
throat. HUES said FBI agents were not in the autopsy rwm 
during the autopsy; they were kept in an snte room, a7d their 
report is s;-n?ply ufong. Although initially in the autopsy 
procedure the back wound could only be penetrated to finger 

;Flength, a probe? later was made --&en no -FBI men were present- 

\ 
that traced the path of the bullet from the back going ~dowrnmrds, 

I 
then upwards slightly, then douznzards again exiting at the throat. 

I One x-ray photo taken, Hunms said, clearly shows the above, as it 
was apparently taken with a metal probe stick of some kind that was 

<left in the body to show the wound's path. 

Humes said that a wound from a high poxer rifle, once it enters 
a body, causes mszm muscle, etc. to separate and later contract; 
thus the difficulty in initially tracing the wound's path in 
the case of Qnnedy. Also, once a bullet from a high poxer rifle 
enters a SO&J its course can be completely erratic; a neck wound ’ ’ 
could result in a bullet emerging in a person's leg or any where else. 

Eyzrs refused to discuss with Snyder the %+ngle bullet" theoe in 
which the Warren Comnission contends the same bullet described above 
went thru both Kennedy and Gov. Connally. 

HUES also said he had orders from someone be refused to disclose 
-other than stating it ?ras not Robert Kennedy--to not do a complete 

. autopsy. Thus the autopsy did not go into JEls kidney disease, etc. 

.~umc~~ exnlan&ion for burning his autos 
3 

notes mas that tkey were 
essentially irrelevant &tails dealing ?KL h routins body meas-zements, 
and that he never thought an:? controversy -,.~l:ld dsvelc-, =... - . a. . '.s :_._ : - 
dme 3-25. 
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F!lO?A: Rich&r 
TO: XMgley 

DATE l-10-67 contimed -2-e I - 

. 

Hun~~splaustoretArc~froatheNavythis Jily andhasappsrently 
agreed to accept a SSO,OOO a year job at a local suburban hospital 
as a pathologist. Snyder menti_gmed thisas one indication that 
Humswas not"justanotherhackNatrpdoctar," assomsreports 
have z&e him out to be. _. 

. 

Snyder also mentioned that 'Hunes recently spoke uith a Saturday 
Evenfng PosttJrlter(probablyW&ardWhalexi) \slo pronisedfiumhs 
that he, the titer,'Muld do. awa? with the nsensationaJism” of 
reparts on the autopa.snd deal nitb the matter accurately. 
However, the article-vhichhas just ~XB out-Bridictis" the ' 
autopsy, tries to tesritto$.eces ~_~~~hthat!?uu~~ has sitice 
contacted an attorney and is inoesti@t*&g the pos.sib+I.i!y of 
.instituting a suit against the writer and/or the ragazine. *I .. . 

Sr@er saidpart of H&US' story--uhouldHuPles.everagree to 
be interviewed--is the follwup to his autopsy, the controversy, 
the inaccuracies, etc., as well as the facts of the autopsy itselc. 
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